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As soon as we have a menu for Lucky Pot Fàn Fàn Diān from Scarborough, we will publish it here. In the
meantime, feel free to take a look at the menus in the surrounding area. Or help us by uploading the meal plan

here. What User likes about Lucky Pot Fàn Fàn Diān:
Really enjoyed this place! It was not too crowded (for a Chinese restaurant), service was fast, and the staff were
nice. We did come earlier though, and later on there was a lineup at the door. The food was great, and we got

the lobster set meal plus the little hot pot dish in the pictures. The lobster set meal was $88 and included the four
dishes plus a small soup at the beginning (not pictured) and a sweet soup/por... read more. What User doesn't

like about Lucky Pot Fàn Fàn Diān:
Went for dinner here on a whim, had a great meal and enjoyed the food until the bill came. The waitress actually
had the nerve to insist on a larger tip!! I was totally shocked and would have taken back what I had already left
but she had it in her hand. It's disgusting behaviour to act like this. A tip should not be expected but a bonus for
excellent service from your server. I will never return. read more. In Lucky Pot Fàn Fàn Diān from Scarborough,

you can enjoy versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's authentically prepared in a wok.
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Breakfas�
PORRIDGE

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SOUP

DESSERTS

LOBSTER

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

SEAFOOD

MEAT

VEGETABLES

GARLIC

CORN

COCONUT

GINGER

EEL

TOFU
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